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Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  
Okay everyone! Welcome to the chat this afternoon ... we're having our first official "guest" here 

-- one of your favorite preceptorship students, Ben!  

 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  
He'll be doing a brief Q&A session -- probably for the next 15 minutes as you know what he has 

to get ready to do later...  

 

Ben (Talon Boy):  
Afternoon folks. Ben here from the WCV. For anyone who doesn't know I'm a summer preceptor 

student studying for my bachelors in Wildlife Management. I've been here for 12 weeks, a bit 

longer than the standard 8 because I just couldn't stand parting with the WCV yet.  

 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  
Aww, that's always what we like to hear.  

 

Comment:  
Ben: What is your home state?  

 

Ben (Talon Boy):  
I was born in Delaware, but my home state is Maryland.  

 

Comment:  
What was your favorite thing about this job?  

 

Ben (Talon Boy):  
My favorite thing would have to be the excitement of new patients arriving. We never quite 

know what kind of animal is going to show up on any given day, so it's like a surprise every 

time.  

 

Comment:  
Ben - How did you hear about the preceptorship position at WCV?  

 

Ben (Talon Boy):  
Last summer I was just searching online for wildlife rehabilitation internships in the Delmarva 

area and just happened across the WCV site. I was past the application deadline for that summer 

so I bookmarked it and returned this year to apply.  

 

Comment:  
Ben - What was it like to enter the pen for the first time with the eaglets?  
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Ben (Talon Boy):  
It was a little bit nerve-wracking. Before the eaglets the largest bird I had been around in a flight 

pen was a red tailed hawk, and most of them were fairly confident flyers already. Seeing the 

eaglets practice flights made me a bit nervous that I would get crashed into. It was ironic that I 

was only hit long after the worry had subsided.  

 

Comment:  
Ben, I am sure getting beak bonked is not much fun, but what is your least favorite task at WVC?  

 

Ben (Talon Boy):  
Probably the more mundane work like sweeping and mopping the floors. Cleaning out 

mealworm tanks isn't much fun either.  

 

Comment: 
How has your WCV experience molded your future plans, if any?  

 

Ben (Talon Boy):  
Before the WCV I wasn't sure if I ever wanted to try to obtain a rehabilitators license so that I 

could do that sort of work on the side, but now I know that I would like to after I graduate. It also 

taught me that I would need to be a very specialized rehabilitator. There is no way I could deal 

with all of the variety of animals the center receives without a lot of help.  

 

Comment: 
What has been the reaction of your friends to your notoriety on the eagle blog?  

 

Ben (Talon Boy):  
Most of my friends don't know anything about the eagles or the Eagle Nation. The few that I did 

tell thought it was hilarious that a quiet person like me would wind up in the middle of 

something like this.  

 

Comment:  
Ben, Thanks for all you do!! Good luck !!!  

 

Comment:  
Just want to say, "Nice to meet you, Ben." I'm a Marylander too -- born in Hagerstown, many 

many years ago!  

 

Comment:  
Ben I hope you are ready for the Eagles Nation to really get you going. We can keep you on 

forever. Be prepared!!!!!  

 

Comment:  
I realize this is your last day at the center Ben, thank you for all you have done for our babies and 

the rest of the little critters you have there, please don't be a stranger, we all want to know how 

you’re doing. GOOD LUCK.  
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Comment:  
No Questions--Just Good Wishes to you Ben in your future. You have been GREAT & I hope 

they will give you a good party. I know your Dad is so proud of you. ♥ ♥  

 

Comment:  
Ben! Who's your favorite critter to take care of at the center?  

 

Ben (Talon Boy):  
Aside from the eaglets it would have to be a toss-up between the eastern screech owls and 

juvenile Virginia opossums. The screechies just try so hard to be intimidating but just wind up 

looking like poofy balls of fluff, and the opossums are just adorable while they scamper around 

and fight over food.  

 

Comment:  
Hi Ben. Before I go, what was the most challenging aspect of your work with WCV?  

 

Ben (Talon Boy):  
I think the most challenging aspect would be the lack of awareness I sometimes see in some of 

the folks who bring patients into the center. People, although meaning well, sometimes do silly 

things with animals because they want to help them. For example keeping a white-tailed deer 

fawn in an apartment for a month instead of bringing it straight to a proper facility, when in fact 

it may not have needed any help at all. I certainly understand the appeal of wanting to baby an 

animal that you find, but as someone who has been behind the scenes and seen the negative 

consequences later on I have to say I wish wildlife management was a bit more prominent in 

school curriculums.  

 

Comment:  
Amanda - How many people apply for the preceptorship positions when they come available?  

 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  
Good question, Monica -- this year was a record year for applications -- I want to say we 

received something like 90 applications ... for just 8-10 positions. So, a very competitive year.  

 

Comment:  
Ben, if you ever need a reference, just tell them to call the "Eagle Nation"; we'll all give you any 

references you need. You're great; have a good year at school  

 

Comment:  
Good Luck Ben!!! thanks for all your help with our rockstars ♥  

 

Comment:  
Ben, did working at WCV confirm your desire to work in wildlife areas, for your career  
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Ben (Talon Boy):  
My desire was confirmed almost immediately after I started towards my degree in the field. My 

time at the center has reaffirmed it, and in a way broadened my scope of awareness as to the kind 

of work I could be doing.  

 

Comment:  
Other than feeding the eagles, what has Ben done at the Wildlife Center?  

 

Ben (Talon Boy):  
On a daily basis I do a range of things. (With help from the other preceptors of course) In the 

morning I feed baby squirrels and opossums, then we make meals for all the song birds, adult 

mammals, and reptiles in our care. From there my day could consist of feeding more baby birds, 

and exercising soon to be released raptors in the flight pens. Sometimes I assist with very basic 

veterinary procedures like administering subcutaneous fluids to dehydrated animals, though 

usually the extent of my work on the veterinary side is just restraining animals for the vets. 

Basically lots and lots of feeding and cleaning up after most native animals you can imagine.  

 

Comment:  
I can tell your dad is quite proud of you.  

 

Comment:  
There are many of us here that truly hope you have success in all your endeavors, Ben. Knowing 

you has been our pleasure. May luck follow you your whole life!  

 

Comment:  
How did you choose your greeting to us...the salute?  

 

Ben (Talon Boy):  
Vinny had already made the standard wave his own, so I felt like I needed something that 

wouldn't just be a rip off. I have a lot of respect for the soldiers in our military, so I felt like a 

salute might let any of them out their watching know that people do think about them.  

 

Comment:  
BEN, you are very dear to all of us. Please keep in touch or send word through your Dad. The 

best to you, you are a remarkable young man. ♥♥♥  

 

Comment:  
Hi Ben -- You are going to keep in touch with all of us by way of this blog, aren't you??? We 

know you'll be busy, but we feel like you are our kid!!  

 

Comment:  
Ben, love your sense of humor :)  
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Comment:  
To add to Monica's question at 3:39, what factors determine which 8-10 people get the positions? 

Grades or just luck of the draw?  

 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  
Well, with so many apps, it's a tough choice. We first try to whittle down the stack and just pick 

out folks with good cover letters, who really seem like they want to learn, who maybe show they 

have experience in a fast-paced work environment (not necessarily wildlife related, mind you). 

Then I have phone interviews with about 20-25 students ... and pick those that continue to 

demonstrate those qualities. We like student who are flexible, adaptable, are excited to learn and 

work hard. It's been a really good crop of students this year. Bonus: several of our students have 

embraced the webcam and as you guys know, do feeding updates from time to time as well -- not 

something that's on their job description.  

 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  
We'll just take another question after this and then let Ben get back to his day ... some very 

though-provoking questions this afternoon!  

  

Comment:  
It seems that you came at a unique time for WCV. What were your expectations when you came 

to WCV for your preceptorship? And how did your WCV experience exceed your expectations, 

if any?  

  

Ben (Talon Boy):  
Honestly I expected things here to be a lot more difficult. Not to say that things aren't hard 

around here, but I expected to have a lot more trouble getting the hang of a lot of the work. I 

expected I would meet some interesting people here, but I did not expect to make the kind of 

meaningful friendships that I have in my short time.  

 

Comment:  
Ben, when you were bonked that time, how did you feel after it was over and sometime had gone 

by? Did you feel that NZ really was trying to bonk you or just missed her route in the pen?  

  

Ben (Talon Boy):  
It actually just got more humorous to me as time went on. At first I really couldn't believe that 

she'd crashed into me so blatantly in such a big pen, but I just had to laugh about the fact it had 

happened where literally everyone could see it. I'm positive she didn't crash into me on purpose. 

She was just a little stressed that there were people at both ends of the pen that day and couldn't 

quite make a good landing, so she bounced off the wall without any real flight plan in mind and 

couldn't quite get enough lift to go over my back.  

 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  

Well, I think we'll let Ben get back to work this afternoon -- feeding time approaches! More than 

3000 people ended up coming in to read Ben's Q&A to say goodbye -- thank you to all who have 

asked such good insightful questions! And special thanks to super-preceptorship student Ben ... 

aka Talon Boy ...  
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Shoebutton♥:  

Ben, nicely done. Best wishes to you in your future endeavors. Stop by the blog and keep in 

touch with us, when you have time. So long!  

 

Ben-Dad, You must be so proud! Quite a young gentleman, for sure! 

 

PS Ben, I bet you didn't expect to see the boss walking around in eagle slippers and Amanda in 

turtle ones. lol  

 

Congowings:  

Thank you Ben. You have been so wonderful to everyone. Your updates after the feedings have 

been most appreciated. Good luck to you in the future - we are going to miss you. Have also 

enjoyed your dad - you all are both very special and it shows! Take care - and don't be a stranger.  

 

Ben (Talon Boy):  
It's been nice chatting with you folks, but duty calls. I thank you all for your kind words and 

warm wishes over the last months. Though I haven't had time to answer individually I do go 

back over the chat logs at the end of the day to read what you have said. I will certainly keep in 

touch with the nation as time goes on. Have a great day, and I'll see you all in the pen soon.  

 

 

 


